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different types of innovation processes:

why have they come up?

o innovation is a creative process

o it is not easy to explain creativity, let alone to model the way it 

works

o innovation is a process to make better things that can be useful 

to others

o it is not easy to know what others want

o it is not easy to have better ideas than others



different types of innovation processes:

why have they come up?

o innovation is a process of trial and error

o it is not easy to pay the costs of errors

o innovation promises a moment of happiness, once our ideas 

work

o we would like this moment to happen again



bottom-up innovation

o conceived at lower responsibility and authority levels of an 

organizational structure and communicated upwards along 

organizational layers for approval



bottom-up innovation

o rationale: people at the field level know better

o CSF: people at lower organizational levels need to commit 

beyond formal responsibility

o CSF: people at lower organizational levels need to embrace the 

big picture



bottom-up innovation

o risk: the process may end up with ideas egocentric or otherwise 

fragmented

o promise: innovations better suited to field-level realities



collaborative innovation

o the people to source and evaluate ideas are prescribed on a 

broader organizational role/layer basis, and selected later on 

during the process, the latter being communicated to them in 

terms of importance to participate



collaborative innovation

o rationale: the issues to tackle cross organizational levels and 

specializations

o CSF: participants need to work jointly rather than in parallel

o CSF: leadership needs to drive collaboration in a rigorous way



collaborative innovation

o risk: ideas may sum up partial interests, rather than synthesize 

them

o promise: innovations with all aspects worked out, backed up 

with consensus



continuous innovation

o effectively deploy a specific innovation and, in order to keep it 

enhanced with innovative aspects, establish permanent 

processes for evolution



continuous innovation

o rationale: needs are changing continuously, and a continuous 

evolution is needed beyond the needs currently known

o CSF: the notion of continuous evolution needs to be effectively 

communicated and operationalized

o CSF: evolution needs to move on even at times of no pressing 

needs



continuous innovation

o risk: considering success as an excuse for slowing down, rather 

than a reason for keeping up

o promise: time will become a friend that makes things better, 

rather than a foe that imposes deadlines



disruptive innovation

o meet two or more of the following characteristics: (a) bring 

forward large changes and/or changes with large lateral effects, 

(b) do so at a fast (with respect to the size of changes) pace 

over time, and (c) establish new ways of work in replacement of 

existing ones, setting a fixed and possibly pressing for the latter 

to become abandoned



disruptive innovation

o rationale: problems are too interlinked to solve one at a time, 

the Gordian knot needs cutting

o rationale: too much time has passed unused, everything needs 

to change now

o CSF: change towards the environment needs to be managed 

smoothly during uptime, without creating chaos

o CSF: people inside and outside need to be helped to disrupt 

their own culture and habits



disruptive innovation

o risk: too many / too fast changes with unexplored 

consequences may create problems that defame innovation

o promise: everything will be better, before the past has time to 

resist



frugal innovation

o bring forward small-sized and low-cost changes that may have 

a multiplier effect and/or desirable impacts positively 

disproportionate to the budget and resource consumptions that 

they demand; and/or remove non-essential features to make 

something more accessible or affordable



frugal innovation

o rationale: instead of trying to entirely change something 

complicated, start by identifying small isolated changes that 

accumulate to a meaningful improvement

o rationale: to improve does not only mean to add something 

new, but also to remove something that adds complexity but 

not real value

o CSF: the changes to effect, although small and simple, need to 

be meaningful

o CSF: the changes to effect need to have no undesirable lateral 

effects



frugal innovation

o risk: considering frugal as a synonym to cheap, and making low 

cost a priority over real value

o promise: if we are ingenious enough and understand 

something well enough, we can find small changes that can 

make a big difference



incremental innovation

o effecting a series of small innovative improvements, one at a 

time, using the achievement of some set objectives as concept 

of success



incremental innovation

o rationale: innovation costs need to be proportionate to some 

set objectives

o rationale: not too many innovation need to be effected at the 

same time

o CSF: out of many innovation increments possible at some point, 

the right one needs to be chosen for realization



incremental innovation

o risk: keeping increments proportionate to set objectives may 

not allow some nice and bigger-scale ideas to find their way to 

realization

o promise: innovation, wisely used, can achieve objectives 

without wasting resources



local innovation

o an innovation effort explicitly focused on improving a specific 

local aspect (service, product, way of work), taking stock of 

elements unique to the corresponding local geography and 

context



local innovation

o rationale: local problems can best be solved by considering the 

local context

o CSF: the local context needs to be considered selectively, needs 

are different than interests

o CSF: local factors need to be considered creatively, and taken 

up as opportunities rather than shortcomings for innovation



local innovation

o risk: local solutions may lack broader value in terms of 

generality and scalability

o risk: local solutions may jeopardize shared resources with 

tragegy of commons effects

o promise: innovative solutions readily adapted to uptake by 

local communities



open innovation

o the people to source and evaluate ideas are prescribed in terms 

of minimum profiles that are also met beyond organizational 

boundaries by external contributors, to present themselves 

without formal commitments at any stage during the process, 

the latter being communicated to them in terms of opportunity 

to shape solutions



open innovation

o rationale: conventional wisdom cannot solve original problems

o rationale: we only want what our beneficiaries want

o CSF: participants need to be attracted and engaged throughout 

the process

o CSF: the process needs to have rigorous and time-effective 

leadership



open innovation

o risk: an open process may fail to include all stakeholder groups 

in a fair way

o promise: innovations really innovative and really unbiased



on sustainability

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability


on nested sustainability

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Nested_sustainability-v2.svg ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Nested_sustainability-v2.svg


on sustainable development

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sustainable_development.svg ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sustainable_development.svg


on eco-innovation

[  source: http://www.oecd.org/innovation/green ]

http://www.oecd.org/innovation/green


sustainability and innovation

o eco-innovation:

innovating for sustainability and sustainable development

o sustainable innovation:

applying the concept of sustainability to innovation 

o innovation able to sustain itself



sustainable innovation

o beyond deploying a specific innovation, establish material and 

immaterial conditions necessary and sufficient in order to create 

an innovation process without foreseen end, that will generate 

innovations and inform, motivate, improve and re-fuel itself 

through the innovations produced already, in order to advance 

by regenerating the resources that it consumes



sustainable innovation

o rationale: if nature needs to remain diverse and productive to 

support our needs, so does innovation

o CSF: all stakeholders need to be continually committed, in order 

to make innovation sustainable

o CSF: the process needs to remain diverse, all ideas need to be 

given room to flourish

o CSF: the process needs to remain productive, innovations need 

to be assessed in terms of the room for more innovations that 

they open up



sustainable innovation

o risk: thinking big, without starting small

o risk: sustainable innovation cannot be guaranteed via planning 

and investments, it can only be achieved in practice

o promise: a better future lies ahead, for all of us



a model for public sector innovation efforts

exploring time maturity and process type dimensions

fresh maturity metric

modality metric

scarcity metric (for all process type dimensions)

permeability, disruptiveness, hopefulness metrics

directedness, rootedness, partenariality metrics

intentionality, drivenness, focality, afference metrics



a model for exploring time maturity and process type 

dimensions of public sector innovation efforts

o a multi-dimensional model

o abstracted in a grounded theory mindset

from sampled innovation efforts

o pilot-tested

against a sample of innovation efforts



fresh maturity metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



modality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



scarcity metric (for all process type dimensions)

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



permeability metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



disruptiveness metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



hopefulness metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



directedness metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



rootedness metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



partenariality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



partenariality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



intentionality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



drivenness metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



focality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



focality metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



afference metric

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



putting this model to use

exploring effort samples: fresh maturity analysis

exploring effort samples: latitudinal analysis

exploring effort samples: longitudinal analysis

exploring effort samples: SDG afference analysis

putting this model to multiple uses



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

fresh maturity analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

latitudinal analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region, word clouds  produced using wordle.net]



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

latitudinal analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region, word clouds  produced using wordle.net]



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

longitudinal analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region, word clouds  produced using wordle.net]



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

longitudinal analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region, word clouds  produced using wordle.net]



applying the IPTTM model for exploring effort samples: 

SDG afference analysis

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]
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efforts sampled by SDG afference (total efforts sampled: 69)



putting the IPTTM model to multiple uses

o intended to help as an exploration tool for existing efforts

o as a selection tool for particularly interesting efforts

o as a gap analysis tool for missing efforts

o as a design choices tool for new efforts (cf. interactive session)



a lifecycle for public sector innovation efforts

the IDEA lifecycle

IDEA lifecycle Ideation Phase

IDEA lifecycle Deliberation Phase

IDEA lifecycle Evolution Phase

IDEA lifecycle Assimilation Phase

degrees of iterativeness in the IDEA lifecycle



the IDEA lifecycle

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IDEA lifecycle Ideation Phase

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IDEA lifecycle Deliberation Phase

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IDEA lifecycle Evolution Phase

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IDEA lifecycle Assimilation Phase

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



degrees of iterativeness in the IDEA lifecycle

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



information technology tools

on tools and innovation

emerging paradigms of technology to consider

different paradigms of tools to consider

different sources for identifying tools

IT tools explored: software peer reviews providers

IT tools explored: software comparison reports providers

IT tools explored: OSS directory providers

IT tools explored: academic sources

IT tools catalogued



on tools and innovation

o innovation is possible without new technology

o technology can offer means for innovation, if we have an idea 

and an opportunity

o technology can offer opportunities for innovation, if we have an 

idea

o technology can offer ideas for innovation, to make itself useful



on tools and innovation

o innovation finds itself linked to new technology

o often, the biggest hope that technology brings along is 

innovation

o innovation finds itself driving public sector technology 

procurement



emerging paradigms of technology to consider

o zero infrastructure and hardware as a service

o application platformization and software as a service

o data management and workplace virtualization

o digital transformation and cognitive management

o user experience and citizen journey

o digital trust, digital innovation and digital disruption



different paradigms of tools to consider

o closed source, software as a product tools

o open source, software as a shared good tools

o no source, software as a service tools

o there are pros and cons, in terms of IT management benefits 

and risks

o there are obvious gains and hidden costs, in terms of IT budgets



different sources for identifying tools

o competitive intelligence metasources

o competitive intelligence sources

o liveness, activity and influence assessments (a CR/TI index)

o software peer reviews providers

o software comparison reports providers

o OSS directory providers

o OSS-focus provider assessments (an OSS focus index)

o academic literature review papers



different sources for identifying tools

o competitive intelligence metasources

o competitive intelligence sources

o liveness, activity and influence assessments (a CR/TI index)

o software peer reviews providers

o software comparison reports providers

o OSS directory providers

o OSS-focus provider assessments (an OSS focus index)

o academic literature review papers



IT tools explored:

excerpt from software peer reviews providers

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IT tools explored:

excerpt from software comparison reports providers

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IT tools explored:

excerpt from OSS directory providers

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IT tools explored:

excerpt from academic sources

[  source: consultant, original work for the study on

Fostering Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region ]



IT tools catalogued

o approx. 470 SaaP / SaaS tools

for the IDEA/Ideation, Evolution and Assimilation phases

o approx. 170 OSS tools

for the IDEA/Ideation, Evolution and Assimilation phases

o approx. 180 tools and platforms

for the IDEA/Deliberation phase



on innovation and knowledge resources

needs for access to knowledge resources

knowledge resources catalogued



needs for access to knowledge resources

o if force has to with our ability to do what we want to do, and

o power with our ability to make others do what we want to do

o then, the more powerful we are, the more we need knowledge

o in order to know the right things to make others do

o innovation –related knowledge resources abound

o approaches that can be applied to innovation abound

o domains for public sector innovation abound



knowledge resources catalogued

o approx. 290 book sources, organized around 33 core themes

o approx. 100 academic journals, organized around 5 core themes

o approx. 80 websites and topical webpages, organized around 4 

core themes

o approx. 60 background reports by international organizations, 

organized around 6 core themes



knowledge resources catalogued

o approx. 160 recent (2015 onwards) insight reports by 

management and IT consultants

o approx. 190 online resource webpages by management and IT 

consultants

o approx. 310 recent (2012 onwards) academic papers on public 

sector innovation

o approx. 40 recent (2015 onwards) academic papers on 

deliberation tools and platforms



innovating with external stakeholders, semi-institutionally

participatory design

crowdsourcing

pervasive participation

playful brainstorming

playful democratic participation

DIY and DIWO citizenship

visual thinking and visual storytelling



participatory design: some premises

o the way things work, or fail to work, is heavily influenced by 

their design

o together, we can make choices more inclusive and better for all



CoDesign for Public-Interest Services

[  source: http://www.desisnetwork.org/2017/07/17/codesign-for-public-

interest-services-a-new-book-born-at-polimi-desis-lab-2/ ]

http://www.desisnetwork.org/2017/07/17/codesign-for-public-interest-services-a-new-book-born-at-polimi-desis-lab-2/


Participatory Design Conf. 2018: Democracy and Politics

[  source: https://pdc2018.org/ ]

http://www.desisnetwork.org/2017/07/17/codesign-for-public-interest-services-a-new-book-born-at-polimi-desis-lab-2/


Participatory Constitutional Design

[  source: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-54142-

6_10/fulltext.html/ ]

https://pdc2018.org/


crowdsourcing: some premises

o crowds are not inevitably destructive; they can be constructive 

as well

o the many, summing up the information and knowledge that 

they provide, create more wisdom than the few

o the many, summing up the work and resources that they 

provide, create more strength that the few



COBWEB Citizen Observatory Web

[  source: https://cobwebproject.eu/ ]

https://pdc2018.org/


NHM Citizen Science

[  source: http://www.nhm.ac.uk/take-part/citizen-science.html ]

http://www.nhm.ac.uk/take-part/citizen-science.html


WeSenseIt Citizen Water Observatories

[  source: http://www.wesenseit.com/ ]

http://www.wesenseit.com/


Houston Hackathon 2017

[  source: http://houstonhackathon.com/ ]

http://houstonhackathon.com/


Houston Hackathon 2017 projects initiated on Github

[  source: https://github.com/sketch-city/project-ideas/issues ]

https://github.com/sketch-city/project-ideas/issues


Singapore eCitizen Ideas!

[  source: https://ideas.ecitizen.gov.sg/egp/process/EGOV/EideasHomepage ]

https://ideas.ecitizen.gov.sg/egp/process/EGOV/EideasHomepage


collaborative city building: CityStudio Vancouver

[  source: http://www.citystudiovancouver.com/ ]

http://www.citystudiovancouver.com/


Translators without Borders

[  source: https://translatorswithoutborders.org/about-us/ ]

https://translatorswithoutborders.org/about-us/


pervasive participation: some premises

o the public sphere is not restricted to formal politics; many 

things in everyday life are political in nature and call for citizen 

choices and feedback

o people can contribute as active citizens, if we make this 

meaningful



b-Part: Building Pervasive Participation

[  source: http://www.b-part.eu/ ]

https://translatorswithoutborders.org/about-us/


The Ludic City: Exploring the Potential of Public Spaces

[  source: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1889786.The_Ludic_City ]

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1889786.The_Ludic_City


playful brainstorming: some premises

o if we feel well in a brainstorming process, we will contribute 

more and better ideas

o a process, to make us feel well, has to be felt less like work and 

more like play



playful brainstorming approaches, around the net

[  source: https://www.google.com/search?q=playful+brainstorming ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=playful+brainstorming


Gamestorming for Innovators, Rulebreakers, and 

Changemakers

[  source:  http://shop.oreilly.com/product/9780596804183.do ]

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/9780596804183.do


playful democratic participation: some premises

o disengagement from and apathy towards politics also have to 

do, among other factors, with the gravity and formality of 

participation processes

o combining participation with fun, will be more inclusive and 

mobilizing



Making Democracy Fun

[  source: https://mitpress.mit.edu/fun ]

https://mitpress.mit.edu/fun


DIY and DIWO citizenship: some premises

o we take pride in doing things ourselves, for the sake of it, and 

we like to find others that feel the same

o what we feel we have to do as active citizens, including solving 

our problems, we can do it ourselves



DIY Citizenship, Critical Making and Social Media

[  source: https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/diy-citizenship ]

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/diy-citizenship


visual thinking and visual storytelling: some premises

o write for me a report, and I promise to read it

o prepare for me a presentation, and I promise to attend

o tell me a story, and I’ll start to empathize

o show me a story, and I’ll start to understand

o as human beings, we can put more of our truths in stories and 

pictures, than in any other format



what is visual thinking

[  source: http://www.xplaner.com/visual-thinking-school/ ]

http://www.xplaner.com/visual-thinking-school/


the back of the napkin

[  source: http://www.designersreviewofbooks.com/wp-

content/uploads/2009/01/napkin-cover.jpg]

http://www.designersreviewofbooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/napkin-cover.jpg


when words do not work

[  source: https://image.slidesharecdn.com/contentmarketingbooksslideshare-150420105851-conversion-

gate01/95/10-books-all-content-marketers-should-read-9-638.jpg?cb=1429530703 ]

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/contentmarketingbooksslideshare-150420105851-conversion-gate01/95/10-books-all-content-marketers-should-read-9-638.jpg?cb=1429530703


Scenes storytelling and storyboarding

[  source: http://www.legaltechdesign.com/LegalDesignToolbox/2017/03/17/scenes-a-storytelling-and-

boarding-tool/ ]

http://www.legaltechdesign.com/LegalDesignToolbox/2017/03/17/scenes-a-storytelling-and-boarding-tool/


innovating with external stakeholders, institutionally

innovation marathons

innovation hackathons

innovation prizes

innovation and patents

innovation green papers, innovation white papers



24 Hours of Innovation 2009 (Belgium, May 2009)

[  source: https://www.boardofinnovation.com/blog/2009/05/20/what-happened-during-the-24-hours-of-

innovation-2009/ ]

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/blog/2009/05/20/what-happened-during-the-24-hours-of-innovation-2009/


Sofia Innovation Hackathon 2017 (Bulgaria, May 2017)

[  source: http://investsofia.com/en/ideas-for-a-better-sofia-sofia-innovation-hackathon-2017/ ]

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/blog/2009/05/20/what-happened-during-the-24-hours-of-innovation-2009/


SingHealth Hackathon 2017 (Singapore, January 2017)

[  source: http://www.singhealthresidency.com.sg/Pages/msc_45_ff.aspx ]

http://www.singhealthresidency.com.sg/Pages/msc_45_ff.aspx


Dutch Open Hackathon (Netherlands, December 2017)

[  source: https://dutchopenhackathon.com/p/faq ]

https://dutchopenhackathon.com/p/faq


Hackathons Aren’t Just for Coders

[  source: https://hbr.org/2016/04/hackathons-arent-just-for-coders ]

https://hbr.org/2016/04/hackathons-arent-just-for-coders


how does innovation compare to a marathon?

o it is open to everyone

o preparation, endurance, persistence are all necessary to win, but 

not to participate

o not a brute force process, strategies and methods can help

o there is value in the process



how does innovation compare to a marathon?

o there is value for others in the outcome, other than setting an 

example

o it is competitive but not antagonistic, there is room for many 

winners, yet winners are not always awarded grand prizes



how do hackathons deliver value?

o build on the idea that anyone may be able to innovate

o provide an opportunity to freely choose and commit to, rather 

than a forced obligation

o provide a clear challenge on what to achieve, specified at a 

meaningful level of detail

o provide freedom on what to do, thus challenging creativity, 

collaboration and effectiveness



how do hackathons deliver value?

o time limits make teams focus on the essential

o pursue proofs of concepts and paradigm shifts by solving a core 

problem in a scalable way

o no need to go down the full deployment scale



InnoCarnival 2017 (Hong Kong, October 2017)

[  source: https://itm.gov.hk/en/activity-calendar/activityinnoc/ ]

https://itm.gov.hk/en/activity-calendar/activityinnoc/


domain-specific innovation awards

[  source: https://www.borealisgroup.com/company/innovation/student-innovation-award ]

https://www.borealisgroup.com/company/innovation/student-innovation-award


domain-specific innovation awards

[  source: https://www.eni.com/enipedia/en_IT/business-model/awards-recognition/eni-award-

announcement-2017.page ]

https://www.eni.com/enipedia/en_IT/business-model/awards-recognition/eni-award-announcement-2017.page


domain-specific innovation awards

[  source: http://www.innovativethesisaward.org/year2017-18.html ]

http://www.innovativethesisaward.org/year2017-18.html


domain-specific innovation awards

[  source: http://iandrawards.ciob.org/award-categories/masters ]

http://iandrawards.ciob.org/award-categories/masters


Elsevier Global Research Awards

[  source: https://www.elsevier.com/awards ]

https://www.elsevier.com/awards


EU Prize for Women Innovators

[  source: http://ec.europa.eu/research/prizes/women-innovators/index.cfm?pg=home ]

http://ec.europa.eu/research/prizes/women-innovators/index.cfm?pg=home


ISPIM Innovation Management Dissertation Award

[  source: https://www.ispim-innovation.com/dissertation-award ]

https://www.ispim-innovation.com/dissertation-award


AIF Innovation Prize for Africa

[  source: http://innovationprizeforafrica.org/ ]

http://innovationprizeforafrica.org/


Blue Bag Water Innovation Award Challenge

[  source: http://www.bluebagaward.com/ ]

http://www.bluebagaward.com/


how do innovation hackathons and awards compare?

o both can communicate innovativeness

o both can motivate innovation



how do innovation hackathons and awards compare?

o hackathons call for good results in a set (very short) deadline; 

awards evaluate end results independently of the time needed, 

come with a deadline well ahead, and recur on some regular 

basis to allow a “next time” concept

o hackathons are typically addressing ingenious teams; awards 

are typically addressing talented individuals

o hackathons may best serve for creating interest, awareness and 

a culture for innovativeness; awards may best serve for 

establishing a tradition, examples and a culture of excellence



beyond hackathons and awards:

patents, to protect interests

o contributing our ideas and work to a hackathon

o contributing our ideas and work to an award

o aspects of a gift economy

o in a non-gift economy, there are profits and losses to make

o non-gift creates interests to protect

o interests create patents to get protected



what may be the difference between an innovation 

patent and a standard patent

[  source: https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/protecting-business/ip-kit/browse-ip-

topics/new-products,-processes-and-inventions-patents/types-innovation-standard ]

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/protecting-business/ip-kit/browse-ip-topics/new-products,-processes-and-inventions-patents/types-innovation-standard


does innovation lead to patents, or patents lead to 

innovation

[  source: http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2017/04/20/matt-levy-innovation-patents-patents-

innovation/id=82168/ ]

http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2017/04/20/matt-levy-innovation-patents-patents-innovation/id=82168/


innovation patents in the private sector:

some remarks to make

o the critical issue: everyone wants to profit from an innovation

o patents considered as a pre-requisite for innovation

o patents as a guarantee of protection from replicas, and thus 

prospective RoI

o patents as a safeguard of intellectual attribution, and thus 

prestige and self-satisfaction



how an open approach to patents could help build a 

sustainable future

[  source: http://theconversation.com/how-an-open-approach-to-patents-could-help-build-a-sustainable-

future-77144 ]

http://theconversation.com/how-an-open-approach-to-patents-could-help-build-a-sustainable-future-77144


Medicines Patent Pool

[  source: https://medicinespatentpool.org/ ]

https://medicinespatentpool.org/


innovation patents in the public sector:

some remarks to make

o we want public goods innovation to be replicated

o we want public sector innovation to be replicated (the “Tesla” 

effect, so to say)

o public sector innovators want to be replicated



innovation patents in the public sector:

some remarks to make

o innovators, like anyone else, and even more so, want to keep 

attribution of their intellectual work

o the critical issue: not everyone wants to uptake an innovation

o public sector innovation patent systems that safeguard 

intellectual attribution, and at the same time encourage (not 

just allow) replication



Open Patent Office

[  source: http://www.openpatentoffice.org/ ]

http://www.openpatentoffice.org/


P2P Foundation call for open patents

[  source: https://blog.p2pfoundation.net/a-call-for-open-patents/2017/05/02 ]

https://blog.p2pfoundation.net/a-call-for-open-patents/2017/05/02


Patentleft licensing practice

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patentleft ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patentleft


innovation patents in the public sector:

some ideas to explore

o open patents and patentleft concepts

o public sector innovation sharing instruments

(events, knowledge repositories)

o public sector innovation replication instruments

(workshops, collaborations)

o can we explore the idea of innovation replication awards?



innovation papers:

from green to white

o green papers,

typically containing proposals on which feedback is sought

o white papers,

typically containing finalized policies to be implemented



innovation green papers

[  source: https://www.google.com.eg/search?q=innovation+green+papers&tbs=qdr:y ]

https://www.google.com.eg/search?q=innovation+green+papers&tbs=qdr:y


innovation white papers

[  source: https://www.google.com.eg/search?q=innovation+white+papers&tbs=qdr:y ]

https://www.google.com.eg/search?q=innovation+white+papers&tbs=qdr:y


more to reflect upon, for innovating innovation

innovation wikis

innovation KPIs

innovation and standardization

caring for public sector innovation capability

readiness models

digital maturity models

capability maturity models

in quest of a public sector innovation capability maturity model

smooth efforts to the top



innovation wikis: what could be

[  source: http://etherpad.org/ ]

http://etherpad.org/


innovation wikis: what is not any more

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixedink ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixedink


innovation KPIs

o we would all like to have them

o we are not really sure how to define them

o nor can we easily agree on common definitions



we are maybe measuring our innovation teams in the 

wrong way

[  source: https://www.inc.com/art-markman/there-are-3-key-performance-indicators-for-innovation.html ]

https://www.inc.com/art-markman/there-are-3-key-performance-indicators-for-innovation.html


developing, implementing and using KPIs that win

[  source: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/book/10.1002/9781119019855 ]

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/book/10.1002/9781119019855


there are innovation pillars and innovation outputs

[  source: https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/about-gii#framework ]

https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/about-gii#framework


innovation KPIs: some remarks to make

o the need to define what constitutes performance

o what is done is different from what is achieved

o both are important to manage, and thus to evaluate

o multiple heterogeneous data sources are necessary

o multiple heterogeneous stakeholder viewpoints are necessary



caring for public sector innovation capability

o as something to help increase

o as something to guide along correct paths

o as something to assess

o in quest of a public sector innovation readiness index

o in quest of a public sector innovation maturity concept

o in quest of a public sector innovation capability maturity model



WEF Networked Readiness Index

[  source: http://reports.weforum.org/global-information-technology-report-2016/networked-readiness-

index/ ]

http://reports.weforum.org/global-information-technology-report-2016/networked-readiness-index/


Forrester (2017) Digital Maturity Model 5.0

[  source: https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Digital+Maturity+Model+50/-/E-RES136841 ]

https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Digital+Maturity+Model+50/-/E-RES136841


Gartner (2017) Digital Government Maturity Model 2.0

[  source: https://www.gartner.com/doc/3764382/introducing-gartner-digital-government-maturity

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3764382/introducing-gartner-digital-government-maturity


OpenROADS (2017) Introduction to the Open Digital 

Maturity Model V2

[  source: https://openroadscommunity.com/resources/introduction-open-digital-maturity-model-v2

https://openroadscommunity.com/resources/introduction-open-digital-maturity-model-v2


TMForum (2017) Digital Maturity Model for Digital 

Transformation

[  source: https://www.tmforum.org/digital-maturity-model-metrics/ ]

https://www.tmforum.org/digital-maturity-model-metrics/


CMMI Institute Capability Maturity Model Integration

[  source: http://cmmiinstitute.com/capability-maturity-model-integration ]

http://cmmiinstitute.com/capability-maturity-model-integration


CMMI Maturity Levels

[  source: http://cmmiinstitute.com/capability-maturity-model-integration ]

http://cmmiinstitute.com/capability-maturity-model-integration


in quest of a public sector innovation capability maturity 

model

o what and how to assess in terms of readiness

o what and how to assess in terms of maturity

o what and how to assess in terms of capability

o why to assess in private

o why to assess in public

o assessment as a non-antagonistic, non-competitive, 

improvement-only process

o the risks of rankings



smooth efforts to the top

o advancing over time, rather than racing against time

o identifying the average level

o trying to perform above average

o increasing the running average
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thank you very much

شكرا جزيلا


